In solid-state lighting, high-flux and high-color rendering index (CRI) light engines may be achieved by arraying and mixing the light from different color dies or phosphors, or a combination of the two, in the LED package. However, these nonhomogeneous sources, when combined with luminaire optics, tend to produce patterns with undesirable artifacts such as spatial and angular nonuniformities and color separation (see Figure 1) .
To preclude these effects, the light should be mixed with both luminance and spectral considerations in mind. While diffusers can achieve this mixing, they also increase the apparent size of the source (étendue), reducing its average brightness and resulting in optical systems that are either larger (if the output beam angles have to be preserved) or have wider emission angles (if luminaire size is limiting). In addition, diffusers producing medium-angle scattering, needed to achieve smooth color mixing, tend to be inefficient because the light output ratio of a diffuser rarely exceeds 80% owing to backscattering and absorption.
To address these issues, we developed the Shell Mixer, a small optic with a diameter two to three times the overall LED size and comprising mini-lenses arranged on both the outer and the inner surfaces of a thin hollow dome covering the source (see Figure  2 ). 1 These mini-lenses perform Köhler integration, 2 an optical arrangement that homogenizes illumination in microphotography, by both spatially and angularly mixing the light emitted from the integration zone near the dome's center. We determined that placing the dome on top of a multi-die Lambertian light source produces a highly homogeneous virtual source that appears to lie on the plane of the dies. As this arrangement has essentially the same overall emitting area as the real source (the die cluster), it does not severely decrease the average brightness. Thus, we demonstrated that the addition of our Shell Mixer, together with the original LED and secondary optics, automatically changes the performance of the luminaire and results in a homogeneous pattern without color separation. 
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Figure 4. The V-groove RXI is an ultra-compact lens (its depth being one fourth of its diameter) with good collimation and mixing skills, making this device compatible with spotlight applications. The V-groove RXI does not need metal coatings because the light is bounced by two total internal reflections (TIRs) on the back surfaces.
Additionally, light bouncing off the hemispherical shell will land in the vicinity of the dies and will have a second chance to be reflected and extracted, especially when this vicinity is colored white. Compared to other devices based on lenses, our Shell Mixer offers a simple optical approach to creating a universal light engine. Moreover, experimental measurements of our first Shell Mixer prototypes, developed under the scope of a European Union 7th Framework Programme project, SSL4EU, 3 have shown the device's optical efficiency to be above 94%, in good agreement with ray-tracing simulations (see Figure 3) .
Another way to produce good mixing is so-called anomalous deflection, 4 by which the luminaire optics can produce the required beam pattern and light mixing at the same time. Our V-groove RXI collimator is among the devices that have such capability. This simultaneous-multiple-surfaces (SMS) 5, 6 ultracompact device has excellent collimating properties and is compatible with spotlight applications. Its shallow profile arises from the double use of its front optical surface, which first bounces the light coming from the LED toward a grooved back mirror and later refracts the light coming from this grooved mirror (see Figure 4) .
We designed the back mirror of the V-groove RXI device to feature a set of free-form grooves that bend the light by means of two total internal reflections (TIRs) that mix the light. As there are no metal coatings, injection-molding technology can mass manufacture the optic very inexpensively. Figure 5 compares our V-groove RXI to a conventional metallized one. The figure also shows both the rotationally symmetric V-groove RXI and a freeform cropped version that further enhances the device's blending capabilities by adding aplanatic features to its symmetric counterpart with no loss in efficiency.
Good light mixing is important not only for simplifying luminaire optical design but also for obviating die binning, and it dramatically simplifies dimming or color tuning electronics. We have shown that when a good optical light mixer is used, simply switching off some of the dies in the array can achieve these two functions without affecting the emission pattern. Moreover, optical light mixing may reduce cost by avoiding pulse-width modulation and other patented electronic solutions for dimming and color tuning.
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